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30 September 2022 
 

Ms Michelle Levy 
Quality of Advice Review Secretariat 
Financial System Division 
The Treasury 
Langton Crescent 
PARKES ACT 2600 
 
By email: michelle.levy@allens.com.au  
 
 
Dear Michelle  
 
Quality of Advice Review: specifically at 4.6 ‘Accountants providing financial advice’ 
 
We welcome the opportunity to provide this further submission to the Quality of Advice (QoA) Review and 
specifically to section 4.6 of the Issues Paper released in March 2022. This submission is made jointly by 
the Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ), the Institute of Public Accountants 
(IPA) and the Self Managed Super Fund Association (SMSFA), (collectively referred to as the Joint 
Bodies). 
 
Background – previous submission  
 
This submission further develops and clarifies the proposal made in our earlier joint submission dated 15 
June 2022: CA ANZ + IPA + SMSFA QoAR Joint Submission. In that submission we outlined our 
proposal to enable consumers to obtain certain types of advice from their Registered Tax Agent (RTA) 
(with additional relevant qualifications) in the ordinary course of providing tax agent services under the 
existing regulatory regime of the Tax Practitioners Board (TPB) and the Tax Agent Services Act 2009 
(TASA). We also set out the extensive advocacy efforts which led to the evolution of our proposal and 
resulted in the Joint Bodies presenting draft legislation (for the Better Advice Bill), draft regulations and a 
draft Legislative Instrument to the former Government and other stakeholders for their consideration. 
Many of the tasks undertaken were at the request of former Minister Jane Hume’s office, including the 
draft legislation, regulation and Legislative Instrument which were prepared by Maddocks Solicitors.  
 
Specifically, our proposed solution seeks to:   
 
Amend the definition of tax agent service in section 90-5 of TASA to allow: 
 
a. A ‘qualified accountant’ (defined in s88B of the Corporations Act 2001 as a member of one of the 

major accounting bodies), 

b. who operates under a Certificate of Public Practice, and 

c. who is an RTA with the TPB, and 

d. who is either: 

I. Listed on the Register or Relevant Providers as at the date the legislation is passed or within two 
years prior to this date; or  

II. Accredited as an SMSF specialist adviser to provide a service, in the ordinary course of  business 
as an RTA, that relates to advising on and assisting with:  

 Calculating and making contributions to an existing superannuation fund; or 

 Establishing a pension and calculating payments in connection with a pension payable from 
an       existing superannuation fund; or 

 Establishing or winding up an SMSF. 
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Response to the QoA Review Consultation Paper – Proposals for Reform (Proposals Paper)  
 
Introduction  
 
The QoA Review Consultation Paper – Proposals for Reform (Proposals Paper) was issued in August 
2022, with the Joint Bodies having attended various consultations at which we have sought to elaborate on 
our proposed solution. In order to clarify and illustrate our proposal, we have been asked for further 
information including case studies. Consequently, we have held consultations with our respective members 
and financial advisers in preparing relevant and genuine case studies based on ‘real life’ scenarios.   
 
As defined above, ‘Qualified accountants’, who are RTAs, hold a Certificate of Public Practice and who 
have completed additional specialist superannuation studies are expected by their clients to discuss 
superannuation issues in the ordinary course of a taxation service. 
 
There are literally hundreds of thousands of small businesses across each state and territory of Australia 
who engage an accountant to assist them with tax advice each year. They are expected to discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of making superannuation contributions, yet are unable to discuss the 
quantum of such contributions nor the type of fund that should be used. 
 
Under no circumstances are the Joint Bodies seeking any form of exemption to allow accountants to 
provide financial product advice around the assets within a superannuation fund, as we support the view 
that is the domain of a licensed relevant provider.  However, our members continually remind us that they 
find themselves in a conflicting and difficult situation with their clients who are seeking simple 
superannuation advice relating to their tax affairs, but the ‘line in the sand’ between tax advice and 
licensed financial product advice in relation to superannuation is blurred.  
 
We welcome the bold reform shown in the Proposals Paper and discussed at the various consultations 
attended and note the acknowledgement that more advice providers are required to meet the growing 
consumer demand for advice. We also strongly endorse the view that some advice providers do not 
necessarily need to be licensed relevant providers, so long as the advice is given by someone suitably 
qualified to do so and matches the needs of the customer or client. 
 
The Joint Bodies believe we have a ready-made, highly skilled group of professional members who 
should be considered ‘non-relevant providers’ and are ideally placed to meet the advice needs of many 
Australian small businesses and individual taxpayers. We emphasise again that we believe accountants 
providing a tax agent service are complementary to licensed relevant providers, and that both types of 
advice providers have an important role to play in the financial services landscape. 
 
Case studies 
 
These following case studies seek to demonstrate scenarios that our collective members face on a day-
to-day basis, so that a constructive solution for both accountants and their clients in relation to tax agent 
services can be reached.  
 
Appendix A: Case study 1: 30 June tax planning using superannuation contributions 

Appendix B: Case study 2: 30 June tax planning using various prepayments 

Appendix C: Case study 3: Small Business CGT Concessions: ‘Retirement Concessions’ 

Appendix D: Case study 4: Small Business CGT Concessions: ‘15-Year Exemption’ 

Appendix E: Case study 5: Tax Planning Advice: ‘Pensions’ 

Appendix F: Case study 6: Tax and Business Structuring Advice: ‘SMSF Establishment’ 

Appendix G: Case study 7: SMSF Administration Services & Compliance Advice: ‘Investment Strategies’ 

 

The Joint Bodies’ proposal as contained in our two submissions would mean that a suitably qualified and 
regulated accountant under the TPB could provide advice to consumers in the types of scenarios 
illustrated by our case studies. These are common scenarios our members face on a regular basis. 
 

The proposal recognises the limits of this advice by mandating that when this advice crosses over into 
personal financial advice, then it must be referred to a licensed financial adviser. It simply ensures that 
consumers can obtain the full range of tax agent services from their choice of professional adviser without 
being constrained by duplicative and prohibitive regulation.   
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Australian businesses and individuals need accountants  
 
We refer to the Australian Taxation Office Submission Inquiry into Taxpayer Engagement with the Tax 
System, February 2017 where it states that: “There are 2.9 million clients in the core small business 
market (businesses with an income of less than $2 million) and these account for more than 95 per cent 
of all businesses in Australia.  
 
Around 95 per cent of small businesses choose to use a tax practitioner to assist them to manage all or 
part of their tax affairs. Research shows that small businesses primarily look to agents for tax advice and 
help due to perceptions of complexity of the system”  
 
These numbers confirm the important role accountants play in advising small businesses. 
 
Accountants walk a tightrope 
 
Accountants believe they are being asked to walk a tightrope. One wrong step and they fall into providing 
unlicensed advice and may be subject to substantial penalties.  It is not efficient or fair for the regulatory 
environment to create such uncertainty.  
 
We say this because the effect of Sec 766(5)(b) of the Corps Act and Regulation 7.1.29 of the 
Corporations Regulations is to allow an accountant to talk about factual information with a client 
concerning the cashflow and tax impacts of the items listed above in d.II. 
 
However Sec 766B defines “financial product advice” and “personal advice” in such a way that it is very 
difficult to speak about the above matters without accidentally providing information deemed to be 
trapped by these definitions in Chapter 7 and hence potentially face significant penalties for providing 
unlicensed advice, especially as this area of the law applies a reverse onus of proof. 
 
One of the main objectives of Chapter 7, and its related regulations, is to enable financial services 
providers to deliver services fairly, honestly and professionally.  We support these aims. 
 
But Chapter 7 needs to be clear and enable operators to act professionally and fairly. In relation to 
qualified accountants, it currently does not do this. 
 
Alternative solution: accountants as non-relevant providers: 
 
As an alternative to our proposed solution outlined for the previous government, we propose that 
accountants could be considered as ‘non-relevant providers’ in accordance with the Proposals Paper. We 
believe this would be appropriate in the event the limited licence is removed. Even though the Proposals 
Paper creates the nexus of ‘fee for service’ for defining relevant providers, we submit that a specific 
category of non-relevant provider would be practical and efficient. Alternatively, the definition of ‘fee for 
service’ could be made flexible to capture prescribed situations for certain categories of advisers.  
 
If this was to be the preferred option for accountants, we propose they would still need to be: 
 

a. A ‘qualified accountant’ (defined in s88B of the Corporations Act 2001 as a member of one of the 
major accounting bodies), 

b. who operates under a Certificate of Public Practice, and 

c. who is either: 

I. Listed on the Register or Relevant Providers as at the date the legislation is passed or within two 
years prior to this date; or 

II. Accredited as an SMSF specialist adviser to provide a service, in the ordinary course of  business 
that relates to advising on and assisting with:  

 Calculating and making contributions to an existing superannuation fund; or 

 Establishing a pension and calculating payments in connection with a pension payable from 
an       existing superannuation fund; or 

 Establishing or winding up an SMSF. 
 
These requirements provide consumer protections and ensure the only accountants providing such 
advice are highly qualified in superannuation, belong to a professional association with rigorous Quality 
Review processes to enforce high levels of ethical standards and require appropriate ongoing CPD for 
this area of practice. 
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QoA Review Issues Paper – March 2022 – unfinished business in relation to accountants 
 
The Joint Bodies submit that specifically referencing Recommendation 7.2 of the TPB Review in the QoA 
Review Terms of Reference 3.1.7 highlights the former Government’s intention to proactively deal with 
the role of accountants within the financial advice sector. This recognises the important and trusted role 
that accountants and tax agents have with their clients and the broader community. 
 
TPB Review – the role of accountants   
   
It is worth repeating Recommendation 7.2 of the TPB Review, which states: 
 
7.2  Having recommended the regulatory burden on tax (financial) advisers is to be reduced, the 

Review believes it is reasonable that a similar level playing field should be considered for 
accountants. The Review therefore recommends the Government initiate a specific review of 
what advice accountants can and cannot give in respect of superannuation and which 
accountants that might apply to. Such a review could perhaps be undertaken by the Productivity 
Commission. 

 
As outlined in our previous submission referred to above, accountants who are also RTAs are already 
regulated by the TPB under TASA and are also subject to regulation under the Accounting Professional 
and Ethical Standards Board, Professional Standards Councils, Financial Reporting Council and so on. 
We believe that the existing regulation of accountants should be given due weight in the QoA Review in 
dealing with the Terms of Reference 3.1.7.   
 
Unmet policy objectives of the TPB Final Report dated 31 October 2019 (TPB Review) 
 
To illustrate our point even further, we refer to the Independent Review of the TPB Final Report dated 31 
October 2019 (TPB Review), which noted the following points at paragraphs 7.28 and 7.29 (page 78): 
 
7.28 The policy objectives of FOFA were to improve the trust and confidence of Australian retail 

investors in the financial services sector and ensure the availability, accessibility and affordability 
of high quality financial advice. Many of the submissions were of the view that these objectives 
had not been met, stating that it placed accountants in an impractical situation where, as trusted 
advisers, they were expected by their clients to be able to provide advice relating to SMSFs but 
could not unless they held an AFSL. 

 
7.29 Further to this point, comments have recently been made by tax practitioners at a Tax Forum that 

advice on establishing an SMSF is advice concerning a structure in the same vein as advice on 
establishing a company or trust. At this point no financial product advice is being provided. 
Clients may be confused as to why their accountant can give advice on all business and 
investment structures but not an SMSF. 

 
Applying existing frameworks 
 
We submit that most regulation is not workable on a one-size-fits-all basis, but if undertaken under a 
principles-based approach, can provide flexibility and certainty for all stakeholders. For example, section 
90 of TASA which defines ‘tax agent service’, has given rise to various ‘intermediaries’ being captured 
under the various definitions, including: digital service providers, conveyancers, lawyers, payroll service 
providers, quantity surveyors, novated lease providers and salary sacrifice providers, research and 
development specialists, and until recently tax (financial) advisers (TFAs). The TPB Review recognised 
that the list of occupations/ professions who might in the future fall within the TASA/ TPB regime is not 
exhaustive and therefore the solution in Recommendation 4.9 (page 51) was put forward: 
 

Only those tax intermediaries that are not regulated by any other Government body should 
require registration with the TPB, despite otherwise being required to be registered with the TPB. 

 
The TPB should have the power, through the legislative instrument process, to exclude certain 
other services from having to register with the TPB. 

 
The (former) Government supported the Recommendation, noting in the Government Response to the 
Review of the Tax Practitioners Board 2019, released in November 2020:  
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Adopting this recommendation [4.9] will reduce the compliance burden on many small 
businesses while still ensuring an appropriate level of regulation. 

 
Using the legislative instrument process will ensure that appropriate consultation occurs to 
confirm that any tax services will still be appropriately regulated.   

 
We believe that the established framework of the TPB and TASA, which recognises the role played by 
intermediaries, could be applied to the regulation of financial advice intermediaries such as accountants 
and other professional advisers. This would mean that accountants who are RTAs (or hold another 
statutory registration) would not have to also be licensed under ASIC and the Corporations Act 2001. 
 
To clarify further we refer to the Final Report of the TPB Review, paragraphs 4.62-4.64 (page 46) which 
state:   
 
4.62 All three definitions [of tax agent service] are very broad and do not draw a distinction between 

entities that solely provide agent services and entities for which agent services form a small 
portion of their offered services.  

 
4.63 As observed in the Review’s Discussion Paper, the breadth of these definitions has led to many 

other professions other than tax agents, BAS agents and TFAs now being treated as providers of 
[tax]agent services. 

 
The TPB Review then considered a possible solution:  
 
4.103 In order to future-proof this aspect of the report, the Review recommends establishing a basic 

principle that if a tax intermediary is regulated or monitored by a Government agency (other than 
the TPB) then there should be no need to also register with the TPB. 

 
4.104 It will need to be decided what is the most effective means of doing this. While lawyers have a 

legislative exemption (Section 50-5 of the TASA) the Review proposes that a more streamlined 
and real-time process might be more appropriate than making changes to the TASA each time a 
profession needs to be considered for exemption. 

 
4.105 A possible solution might be that changes can be made by way of Legislative Instrument. This 

would ensure appropriate consultative processes occur before any changes occur. 
 
4.106 For those that are exempted from registration due to regulation by another disciplinary body, 

these professions are under an obligation imposed by the TASR to provide a statement indicating 
that the provider of the advice is not a registered tax agent and that obtaining advice from a 
registered tax agent is suggested.   

 
Intermediaries and the QoA Review Proposals Paper: 
 
In the terminology of the Proposals Paper, intermediaries in financial advice could be non-relevant 
providers and still regulated (other than under the Corporations Act 2001) in a streamlined way which 
reduces regulatory duplication and costs whilst increasing the pool of professional advisers. This would 
also create a more level playing field across the financial advice sector, including between TFAs and 
RTAs, as required by Recommendation 7.2 of the TPB Review and the QoA Review Terms of Reference 
3.1.7.      
 
In terms of the Proposals Paper, treating accountants as intermediaries would encourage more people to 
give personal advice, and would be reasonably likely to put clients in a better position through ‘good 
advice’ as these or similar obligations exist under other regulatory regimes. 
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Conclusion 
 
The Joint Bodies welcome the boldness and ambition underpinning the Proposals Paper and encourage 
this approach to be carried across to the final recommendations. With respect to the role of accountants, 
we are hopeful that the existing professionalism and regulation will be given due weight for the benefit of 
consumers.     
 
We would be pleased to further discuss this submission and our proposals with you and the Treasury 
Secretariat.   
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simon Grant 
Group Executive – Advocacy, Professional Standing 
& International 
Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vicki Stylianou 
Group Executive – Advocacy & Policy 
Institute of Public Accountants  
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Maroney 
Chief Executive Officer 
SMSF Association 
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Other Advice Considerations Nature of the advice is specialist taxation and structuring. 

Complex tax advice in provision of a tax agent service 
which includes preparations and lodgement of returns with 
the Commissioner of Taxation 

Due to the nature of the advice, advisers are generally 
unable to provide this advice or service. They are unlikely 
to be covered by their PI insurance to provide this advice. 

Advisers are reluctant to provide advice that is limited to 
contributions or contributions amounts only 

Due to the complexity of these rules, advising on 
contributions only presents a risk to the adviser where the 
SBCGT are later found to be incorrectly applied.  

Prohibitive issues for CA practice Cannot recommend allocation of super without AFSL 

ASIC costs of limited AFSL 

FASEA CPD costs (extra 80 hours CPD + sunk time cost) 

Risk of accidental non-compliance 

Compliance time costs of limited AFSL purely for super 
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Other pre-30 June considerations  Existing super balances and contribution caps  

Impact on client’s personal total superannuation balance 

Cash surplus to pay super contributions (CC / NCC) 

Timing and eligibility to make super contributions (e.g., 
non-concessional contributions) 

Financial product advice for clients Referral to licensed adviser: choice of funds & investments 

Other Advice Considerations Nature of the advice is specialist taxation and structuring. 

Complex tax advice in provision of a tax agent service 
which includes preparations and lodgement of returns with 
the Commissioner of Taxation 

Due to the nature of the advice, advisers are generally 
unable to provide this advice or service. They are unlikely 
to be covered by their PI insurance to provide this advice. 

Advisers are reluctant to provide advice that is limited to 
contributions or contributions amounts only 

Due to the complexity of these rules, advising on 
contributions only presents a risk to the adviser where the 
SBCGT are later found to be incorrectly applied.  

Difficult for accountant to provide this advice while 
avoiding providing financial product advice. 

Prohibitive issues for CA practice Cannot recommend allocation of super without AFSL 

ASIC costs of limited AFSL 

FASEA CPD costs (extra 240 hours CPD + sunk time cost) 

Risk of accidental non-compliance 

Compliance time costs of limited AFSL purely for super 
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Other Advice Considerations Nature of the advice is specialist taxation and structuring. 

Advice of this nature is time sensitive.  

Financial advisers are often:  

 reluctant to provide single issue advice unless it is to 
an existing client. 

 unable to provide the advice required for a pension 
establishment advice in a timely manner 

 reliant upon accountants or SMSF administrators to 
provide the requisite advice to their clients 

Prohibitive issues for CA practice Cannot recommend the commencement of a pension 
without AFSL 

ASIC costs of limited AFSL 

FASEA CPD costs (extra 200 hours CPD + sunk time cost) 

Risk of accidental non-compliance 

Compliance time costs of limited AFSL purely for super 
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Prohibitive issues for CA practice Cannot recommend the commencement or winding up 
of an SMSF without an AFSL, including where it is in 
the client’s best interests.  

ASIC costs of limited AFSL 

FASEA CPD costs (extra 200 hours CPD + sunk time cost) 

Risk of accidental non-compliance 

Compliance time costs of limited AFSL purely for super 
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Two new trusts were established. One to acquire and hold the trucks, trailers, vans, forklifts and other 
vehicles. The other was to engage a pool of drivers. Now that they were also doing some long-haul 
deliveries, and after a recent near miss incident, he would like to isolate that risk. A trust was 
established to provide the labour hire. The services were then charged to Transport Co. 
 
Transport Co no longer held any vehicles but was responsible for the administration and servicing of 
its contracts. It paid fees to the labour hire and plant hire businesses for the use of those resources 
and leased the premises from the property trust.  

 
 

Rick and Jenny 

Directors & 
Shareholders 

Directors & 
Shareholders 

Directors & 
Shareholders 

Directors & 
Shareholders 

Ricks Trucks 
Pty Ltd 

Ricks 
Property Pty 

Ltd 

RJ Trucks N 
Vans Pty Ltd 

RJ Drivers 
Co Pty Ltd 

Trustee for Trustee for Trustee for Trustee for 

Transport 
and Co 

Family Trust 
T/As: 

Truck Depot 
Family Trust 

Vehicles 
Holding Trust 

T/As: 

RJs Drivers 
Trust 

“Transport 
and Co” 

- 
“RJs 

Equipment 
Hire” 

RJs Drivers 
n More 

Beneficiaries 
– Rick, 

Jenny + 2 
Children 

Beneficiaries 
– Rick, Jenny 
+ 2 Children 

Beneficiaries 
– Rick, Jenny 
+ 2 Children 

Beneficiaries 
– Rick, Jenny 
+ 2 Children 

Business 
Operations 

Property 
Holding Trust 

- Depot 

Holding Trust 
- Vehicles & 

Plant 

Hire staff and 
provide 

internal & 
external 

labour hire 
 

 
Rick and Jenny were now looking for a suitable administration site. Whilst the depot had some 
office space, their staffing and own storage requirements have grown substantially.  
They spotted a site that would be a perfect administration site. It also had capacity for the storage 
of records, and other supplies. The property would meet their needs for the foreseeable future.  
 
The building was located on a good-sized block in an area Rick could see would be in high demand 
and likely see increasing density. It could be sold to a developer in future for a premium in the next 
5-10 years.  
 
All of Rick and Jenny’s resources have been invested in growing their business. Initially they 
sacrificed everything to get it off the ground. Given the potential for significant capital growth and 
the given that they really haven’t done much in the way of planning for their super, they saw this 
as a good opportunity to look to their own futures.  
 
Rather than set up another family trust and given that this site was for offices and had development 
potential, they would really like to look to put the property into a SMSF. It provides an asset 
protection structure, the income from the property is not dependent upon the business as it can 
always be leased to someone else. Plus, there is the growth projections and potential development 
opportunities.  
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Their accountant runs some projections and forecasts and the SMSF makes sense. The leasing 
income will be taxed at the lower super fund rates of 15%. Rather than leasing premises from 
someone else, the business is effectively helping them to invest in their own future. 
 
The proposed SMSF structure is as follows: 
 

Rick and Jenny 

Directors & Shareholders 

Ricks & Jenny SMSF Pty Ltd 

Trustee for 

The Wheels SMSF 

Members: Rick & Jenny 

Superannuation fund 
Acquired business administration 

premises 
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Through SISA s.31(1), SISR 4.09 on investment strategies is included as an operating 
standard. 
 
Investment strategies are an important compliance document. The trustees must document 
and regularly review the investment strategy to evidence the discharging of their duties 
under the SISA and SISR.  
 
The investment strategy is an auditable document. Non-compliance can result in a qualified 
auditors report and may also result in an auditor contravention report being lodged with the 
ATO as regulator. Many trustees therefore seek assistance and guidance on preparing and 
documenting a valid and compliant investment strategy.  
 
A statement of advice (“SOA”) prepared by a financial adviser does not meet the 
requirements of an investment strategy under SISA/SISR. An SOA is a document prepared 
for a different purpose, including advice on the acquisition or disposal of specific investments 
and products. It is challenging for clients to put in place or to update an investment strategy 
where advice has not been given by the financial adviser at that time.  
 
Whilst accountants are permitted to provide broad asset allocation advice under 
Corporations Regulations 2001 regulation 7.1.33A, its use and application are strictly limited. 
It does not provide sufficient authority for an accountant to assist a client meet their 
compliance obligations on the preparation of a SISA/SISR compliant investment strategy. 
 
Reg 7.1.29 of the Corporations Regulations also does not provide sufficient coverage to an 
accountant to assist a client. 
 
Compliance advice provided to assist a client, who is the trustee or director of a 
corporate trustee of an SMSF, is not intended to influence a person’s decision to 
acquire or dispose of a financial product.  
 
Indeed, this is an area where clients turn to their accountants or SMSF administrator for 
assistance and advice and expect to receive professional advice and support.  
 
Since the change in the licensing requirements for accountants in 2016, we have seen a 
surge in the use of templated and ‘sample’ investment strategies. These are not compliant 
and are not a useful tool to help trustees meet their obligations. Accountants need the ability 
to have proper, informed conversations with clients to help them meet their obligations and 
prepare a document that is meaningful and better engages the client with their fund.  


